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Crazy natural
media effects
Create some splattered paint on paper effects
without having to get your hands dirty… 

n this tutorial we show you the
methods used in Photoshop to
create the paint/paper effects
illustrated here. The features

we use most are the Hue/Saturation,
Levels and Layers mode options.

On the cover CD you’ll find some
paint-splattered stock to use. If you’d
prefer to make your own, it’s quite quick
and easy: all you need is some
watercolour paint (any colour will do as
you can change it in Photoshop later),
some paper, and an old paint brush.

Simply mix some colour and water
together, dab your brush in the paint then
flick the brush at your paper for an
instant splatter effect. 

To create the crumpled paper effects,
soak your paper in water for a few
seconds, then crumple it into a ball. Then
unwrap it and let it dry for a while. Dab
your brush in some very watered down
paint and lightly brush this over your
paper. The paint should soak into the
cracks of the paper, darkening the cracks
to give you a crumple paper effect.

I

Expertise provided by Halhalis
Vogelsang. You can contact
Halhalis at [e] eat@btinternet.com,
[w] www.mutilation.co.uk.

ftp://ftp.futurenet.co.uk/pub/arts/premium/cap41_natural.zip
mailto:eat@btinternet.com
http://www.mutilation.co.uk
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Part 1: Make a Screen Texture Layer
Import some images from the cover CD and adjust their Levels and Saturation…

Now import each file into your newly created
document. Hold down  the Shift key while

dragging to keep the layer centred. 
Open six to eight different  files from the
Natural folder in the download (any will do). 

For starters, create a new document with a
width of 1024 pixels and a height of 768.

Make it 75dpi. The next thing to do is make a
Screen Texture Layer, or STL. 

Drag the shadow bar to the right to make the
paint a bit darker. Choose Multiply from the

Layers palette – this will make the white areas in 
the layer transparent. 

Now open the Levels menu (Ctrl+L or
Command+L) and drag the highlight bar to the

left until the background turns white. 

What we want to do now is desaturate some
of the new layers. Select the top layer, open

the Hue/Saturation option (Ctrl+U or
Command+U), and drag the Saturation slider to 
-100 (this will take the colour out of the layer). 

We’ve already made an STL that you can use if
you don’t want to do this part of the tutorial.

Open the STL file from the Natural folder in the
download and import this into your doc. 

Now merge all the imported layers together
and name the layer ‘STL’.

Repeat these steps to all your newly imported
layers, only this time vary the amount of

desaturation and levels.
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Naming layers
After importing images to your

document, you should always

name the layer to something

appropriate so you can easily

remember what it is.

Default settings
When in ‘Variations’, after tinting

your layer and applying, the next

time you enter the Variation

menu it’ll remember the last

settings you applied. To reset,

just click on your original layer

(top left in menu).
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Experiment with
contrasts
Try using the Screen Texture

Layer as a layer mask. Use the

Saturation and Levels options to

change the contrast to make it

black and white. Experiment to

get some interesting effects.

Once you’ve done that, select the STL and
change the Layers mode to Screen.

Import the file to your document and place it
under the STL layer. Repeat the Saturation and

Levels procedure on the Trainstation layer. Leave the
Layers mode at Normal. 

Get another image to use under the STL layer.
Open Trainstation from the Natural folder in

the download. 

Repeat the Saturation and Levels procedure on
these two CP layers, but vary the settings

slightly. Now change the Layers mode to Colour
Burn or Multiply.

Now you need to add some crumpled paper
effects. Open both CP01.psd and CP02.psd

from the Natural folder on the cover CD and import
them into your document. 
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Part 2: Crumpled paper effects
Experiment with the layer order and add some subtle colouring…

Experiment with the order of the layers to get
different effects. Duplicate some of the layers

and position them, again rotating and resizing.

Now you should arrange the PSD layers to 
the right of your document. Arrange them so

that you get a spray effect from the right. You’ll
have to rotate/resize some of the layers to face 
the right way.

Again repeat the Saturation and Levels
procedure with all the PSD layers, and change

the Layers mode to Colour Burn or Multiply. 
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Open some of the Photoshop files from the
Natural folder on the cover CD. Choose any

that you like (we’ve used about ten different ones). 
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Crumpled paper effects continued…

Now you’ll see that the right side of the
document has a darker spray look and the left

side looks lighter. 

Invert the layer (Ctrl+I or Command+I), and
choose Screen from the Layers mode. Now

you’ve got a nice white spray. Duplicate the layer
about five times, and resize/rotate them, varying the
amount for each to your liking.

Import PS03B&W and place it to the left of the
doc. Rotate the layer so that the spray faces to

the right. 
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Now it’s time to give some of the layers a bit of
colour. Select one of the dark PSD layers, select

the Variation tool (Image>Adjustments>Variations). 

Now do the same with one of the lighter PSD
layers and rotate/position it under some of the

darker layers. Again, experiment with the layer’s
position or even duplicate it again to get more 
spray effects.

Duplicate one of the darker Photoshop layers
from the right of the doc and rotate/position it

to the left under some of the lighter PSD layers. 
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Part 3: Tones and tears
Use subtle colouring and add a ripped paper effect…

Now you need to add some ripped paper.
Open CP02black.psd from the cover CD and

import it into your document. 

Now add some red and yellow until you get a
slightly desaturated red or orange tint. Do the

same with some of the other layers, varying the
amount and type of colour.

You don’t want to add too much colour, so
select the midtones, and move the slider one

or two steps to the left (fine). 
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Snap happy
Having a camera handy when

you’re out and about is very

helpful, because you never know

what kind of interesting things

you’ll see. Construction sites,

buildings, trees/forest are good

stuff to take pictures of.
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Add a layer mask (Layer>Add Layer
Mask>Reveal All) to your new STL 02 layer. 

Duplicate the STL and name it STL 02. Go into
the Levels menu (Ctrl+L or Command+L) and

darken the image. 
Resize the layer so that you can see the torn
edges around the doc. 
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If you want the right half of the document to
be a bit darker, duplicate one of the CP layers,

and darken it using the Levels menu. 

Go back out of the layer mask by clicking on
another layer or the STL. You should now have

some nice torn edges. Move some of the spray
layers below the new STL.

Select the CP layer and select all (Ctrl+A or
Command+A) then copy (Ctrl+C or

Command+C). Select the layer mask on the STL
(hold the Alt key when selecting), select all and then
paste (Ctrl+V or Command+V).
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Part 4: Working with layer masks
Add a subliminal face to the final image…

Import RB&W.psd and T01.psd file to your
doc. Resize RB&W.psd so that the head fits in

your document.

In the final tutorial image, we added a
subliminal face (open Final Tutorial.jpg from

the cover CD to see if you can spot it).

Create a new layer mask (Layer>Add Layer
Mask>Reveal All) and select it. Use the

Gradient tool to create a black to white gradient
(black left side/white right side).
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Be sparing 
with colour
Adding a small amount of colour

to a layer in ‘Variations’ works

well when using Multiply or

Colour Burn in Layers mode. If

you add too much, the colours

will come out a bit too vibrant.
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Working with layer masks continued…

Select the RB&W layer and Invert it (Ctrl+I or
Command+I). 

Create a layer mask for your T01 layer, making
sure you select Hide All (Layer>Add Layer

Mask>Hide All).
Again, repeat the Hue/Saturation procedure to
the T01 layer, this time making it a lot darker.
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Move the face to the left of the doc. Click on
the layer mask link icon, which is in-between

the T01 layer and its layer mask.
Then paste the inverted RB&W layer by
pressing Ctrl+V or Command+V.

Now copy all (Ctrl+A or Command+A then
Ctrl+C or Command+C). Select your T01 layer

mask (hold down Alt then click) then select all.
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That’s about it. You can experiment with the
final image by rearranging the position of the

layers or adjusting the Layers mode, the Saturation,
or the Levels and Variations. Enjoy yourself. ca•s

Now position the T01 layer between some of
the white PSD layers so that you get some

spray over the face, and change the Layers mode to
Linear Burn.

Alt-click the layer mask and move the image 
to the left of the document. Click the link icon

again to activate.
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Cleaning up
If you want to clean up some of

the PSD layers because there’s

too much splatter, you can use

the eraser. However, we find that

painting the unwanted splatter

with the background colour of

your layer works better. 


